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FEDIOL commitment to food safety

General vision

� Safe food and feed as cornerstone for sustainable industry

� FEDIOL companies strive for constant improvement of food 
and feed safety, supported by scientific evidence and 
technical feasibility 

Specific objectives

� Develop a good understanding of the contribution of 
vegetable oils and fats to 3-MCPDE and GE occurrence 

� Develop proactively and implement viable mitigation 
technologies to reduce 3-MCPDE and GE levels in vegetable 
oils and fats as far as reasonably achievable
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A path towards better scientific understanding….
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80s - 3-MCPD identified in hydrolysed vegetable protein (HVP)

2004 - JECFA TDI for 3-MCPD set at 2 µg/kg b.w./d

2004/2008- 3-MCPD esters and glycidyl esters presence first reported

2014 - COM mandate to EFSA on 2- and 3-MCPD and esters and GE

2016 - EFSA TDI for 3-MCPD set at 0.8 µg/kg b.w./d; MoE for GE (no TDI)

2016 – JECFA TDI for 3-MCPD set at 4 µg/kg b.w./d; MoE for GE (no TDI)

2017 – EFSA reopened opinion on 3-MCPD esters, not on GE – different TDI?



…and industry work !
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Analytics – vegetable oils and fats - reminder

� Huge progress made since 2012 

� 3 indirect methods now available, subjected to proficiency tests 

and approved as 3 AOCS Official methods

� Recognized by the EU Commission Guidance and by EFSA

� Further work ongoing on methods for more complex foodstuffs
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FEDIOL Data collection

� FEDIOL collected data on 2- and 3-MCPD esters and GE in 

vegetable oil in 2013, 2014 and 2015

� In 2015, over 4000 data points - which were meeting the 

standard of data submission and using only validated 

analytical methods - were submitted to EFSA and used in the 

EFSA risk assessment

� FEDIOL to continue data collection
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Why is there higher occurrence in palm oil?

Reminder 

Several factors could play a role such as:

� Maturity of palm bunches at harvest 

� The delay between harvesting and processing and overall transport 

in the supply chain

� Higher occurrence of natural substances present in palm fruit (so-

called “precursors”) 

Note also: 

� High variability of occurrence from one batch to the other

� No clear visibility on occurrence in other refined fruit or nut oils, 

such as olive, walnut etc., due to limited number of samples
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FEDIOL members Mitigation approaches –

continuous efforts (1)

� Part of overall FEDIOL members food safety commitment

� Research to understand occurrence in different raw materials

and factors influencing it

� Target to address each site and companies specificities 

according to its processes and its raw materials

� No single “right” approach & no “easy” solution

� Full supply chain issue: from harvesting to processing and

beyond – work in country of origin is key!

� Without compromising other safety parameters – e.g. PAH

etc. - and quality requirements

� Balancing with higher capital cost, environmental implications,

increased processing costs, production losses or combination
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FEDIOL members Mitigation approaches –

continuous efforts (2)

� Still many unknowns in particular as regards to 3-MCPD 

esters

� Look at 2- and 3-MCPD esters and GE effects in combination

� Continue learning and knowledge acquisition

� FEDIOL Mitigation Review 2015: overview of available 

methods 

1. Shared with EU and national authorities, with non EU countries 

authorities (US, Canada, etc.) and veg. oil/fat industry counterparts in 

those countries, and with FEDIOL non members in 2015

2. Available on FEDIOL website
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FEDIOL’s GE reduction commitment (1)

Context:

� Substance risk profile in published literature, ALARA

� Available mitigation measures to apply

� Required implementation in each single EU factory

FEDIOL members worked on research, develop and implement 

mitigation strategies 
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FEDIOL’s GE reduction commitment (2)

� EFSA opinion 2016: 

50% reduction in palm oil seen 

over a 5-year period (2010-2015) 

for GE

� Mid-2015:

FEDIOL commitment to achieve a 

max 1mg/kg  GE in all vegetable 

oils & fats for food by September 

2017
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Graphs showing the evolution across the years 2010–2015 of the 

average level (μg/kg) of glycidol from esters (all expressed as free 

moiety) in different types of oils and fats

EFSA Journal

Volume 14, Issue 5, 3 MAY 2016 DOI: 10.2903/j.efsa.2016.4426

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.2903/j.efsa.2016.4426/full#efs24

426-fig-0005



Tackling 3-MCPD esters: challenges & options

� FEDIOL: mid-2015, overall FEDIOL commitment to reduce

levels & continue researching, without setting a target value

– Different risk profile

– Different mitigation approaches than for GE

� 2016: EFSA opinion ⇒ followed by JECFA opinion

⇒ differences currently addressed by EFSA reopened opinion

� FEDIOL: 2016 EFSA risk assessment outcome triggered

renewed efforts on possible and effective mitigation

measures to implement – Ongoing

– Focus on prevention of precursors ⇒ further research at production

level on the plant and crude vegetable oil

� 3-MCPD esters and GE: effects on one vs. other and vice versa
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Anticipating specific needs

Infant and follow on formulas and baby food

� Addressing specific objectives whilst maintaining other safety,

quality and nutritional requirements

� Working together with infant and follow on formula industry

� Find the balance between:

– The need for lower levels in these foods

– The achievability of these levels for required volumes

– Limits of analytical capability
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Way forward

� Taking responsibility for providing solutions to occurrence of 

GE and 3-MCPD esters in vegetable oils and fats 

� The extensive work carried out allowed finding mitigation 

solutions for GE and take early, time bound commitment 

� Implementation successfully done for max 1ppm GE, since 1 

September 2017

� Industry to continue providing input in regulatory discussions

� Working with other stakeholders
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Thank you!
Any question?
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